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Reflecting over Alumni Committee
Chris MacLeod
RLA 1988-1991

It’s hard to believe that it’s been a year
since we launched the new RLA Alumni
committee. I feel fortunate to have had
the opportunity to work with a great
group of Alumni and RLA staff. Over
the past year we laid the groundwork
for what I hope will be a permanent and
productive part of the RLA experience.
As I reflect over the past year I think
that the Alumni attendance at the
Fall Ex has to be top of the list of new
initiatives that came out of this new
partnership between the Alumni and
the Academy. I can tell you that there
was apprehension on both sides that the
idea of having 50 something year olds
out on the Bruce trail for 3 days would
not end well. I think we are all grateful
that some risks were taken and doubts
put aside as this was an exceptional experience that I hope will become a new
RLA tradition.
We also kicked off our first Legacy
project with the design and fundraising to replace the entrance sign at the

Academy. This
project will
continue into
2022 as we still
have additional
funds to raise to
see this project
realized. I am
looking forward
to continuing to champion this project
and we expect to break ground in the
spring. We are a little over halfway to
our financial goal so if you are wondering what to get me for Christmas please
donate to our sign project.
In closing to what will be my last
monthly report for the 2021 Alumni
committee I would like to thank everyone on the committee for their time
and hard work over the past year. When
the Alumni meets in early December
we will be electing a new chair of the
committee. I am excited to see a new
Alumnus take the lead for the 2022
committee and I know that there are
a number of great ideas in the hopper.
I look forward to supporting the new
chair in continuing to shape the RLA
Alumni committee in 2022.

A Company Report

Duty Calls: choosing to do the right thing
Cadet Caffelli

It was an unusual feeling. I was
finally going to get to go off campus
for a stand down. As icing on the
cake, my grandparents were going
to be picking me up for stand down
and we were going to spend the
entire weekend going out places
and catching up all weekend in and
around Niagara Falls. Prior to this
I have never experienced a regular
stand down outside of the Academy
since I arrived in September 2020,
thanks COVID.
I was all set to skype my mom
one last time before stand down,
when I was approached by Capt.
Giovenazzo in RCAC. He asked if
I could stay for the RCAC biathlon
competition over the stand down.
I wanted to say no, but knew that
I had already contributed and
everything I have learned from
RCAC, it was clear that sacrificing
part of my weekend for the RCAC
team was the right thing that had to
be done.
My Mom was surprised to hear
that I was willing to do this. After
the skype call it started getting
real! The next morning when I
was beginning to second guess my
decision, the panic started to take
hold. Would I be allowed to leave
after the biathlon? Would I get in
trouble for leaving right afterwards?
So many thoughts raced through
my head. After talking with Capt.
Giovenazzo, it was once again clear
that helping the team was the right
thing to do.

I slept until I could sleep no more...
ah race day! It was Saturday,
day of the biathlon and I had
snoozed until 0545 hrs. Just after
0600, I could not stay in my bunk
anymore. After pacing the barracks
and upsetting the Warrant Officer, I
started getting ready for the race by
stretching where I would not wake
anyone else up. I checked my watch;
it was only 0610! This was going to
be the longest day ever. After rerepacking, my book bag for stand
down and re-rechecking my civis I
finally decided to start completing
some homework to have more time
with my grandparents over the
break.
Shortly after breakfast, Ayinla,
Donnville and I headed to Ivey
Hall to get assembled for the race.
It seemed like a week had passed
sizing up the competition, trying
to figure out who was in which
category until Capt. Giovenazzo,
MWO Lewis and Capt. Bowman
returned and preparations began
for the race. LCol. Smid had a
great talk with us and then it was
time to race. I had trouble recalling
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strategic talks of how to run the
track; how was I supposed to
control my breathing; where were
my grandparents; did they say leave
the magazine in the air rifle or
remove it?
Once we walked out of the back
door to the start line and Capt.
Tremblay had us get ready to start,
it started to come back to me;
run at a two-thirds speed on the
up hills, sprint the flat ground,
start deep breaths before entering
Ivey Hall, look there are my
grandparents, put the magazine in
the white bowl. After finishing the
race, being congratulated by staff
and especially my grandparents,
it was realized that I did the right
thing.

Message from the Headmaster

Remembrance Day reflections

Gaining perspective & a greater appreciation for your life
peace (Bosnia, Congo, etc), and
RD Smid, MMM, MB, CD
train foreign armies to do these
Lieutenant-Colonel (retired) to
things for themselves (Ukraine,
As a retired member of the
Canadian Armed Forces, I always
cherish the opportunity that
November provides for reflection
by way of Remembrance Day.
The Academy holds its own
parade attended by both students
and staff, and this year we had
a special guest, the Honourable
Rob Nicholson who was a local
Member of Parliament and a
former Minister of National
Defence. The boys did a
wonderful job on parade and
represented themselves well.
Many went above and beyond,
volunteering to support the
Royal Canadian Legion’s annual
Poppy campaign by canvassing
in the local community and four
boys attended a local church’s
Remembrance ceremony the
following Sunday.

Iraq, etc). I am extremely proud of
the many Robert Land Academy
staff members who have either
served in uniform in the Regular
Force or Reserves (including staff
who were members of the Armed
Forces of the United States,
the United Kingdom, and the
Netherlands), or still serve in the
Reserves or as Cadet Instructor
Cadre officers. Fully 25 staff
members representing a third of
all staff have served. You might
also be interested to know that
we have eight former students
at an early age, the result of which
currently serving in the Regular
is increased appreciation for what
Force across Canada.
they actually have in their life.

Service for one’s country, if
nothing else, provides perspective.
By serving abroad, one quickly
recognizes just how good things
actually are at home in Canada.
We are an extremely blessed
nation and while we will always
The military service that is
have room for improvement, by
remembered at this ceremony
any reasonable measure we should
is not just the service of those
be justifiably proud of who we
who fought in World War I or
are as a country. I think in many
World War II. Since 1945, Canada ways, Robert Land Academy
has sent soldiers to war (Korea,
serves this same purpose for
Afghanistan, etc), to enforce peace our boys. It provides them an
(Cypress, Kosovo, etc), to keep the opportunity to gain perspective

On the Remembrance Day
parade, I rhetorically asked the
boys how we could possibly
repay the debt that is owed to the
generations of service men and
women who came before us. The
answer is both easy and hard...
work each day to take advantage
of the opportunity that has
been given to you to reach your
individual potential. Appreciate
that not everyone in the world has
this opportunity and be grateful.

“Much of my success I owe to RLA.”
Your gift to the Founder’s Scholarship Fund
will allow a young man to find that success.
The fund provides tuition assistance to families whose
sons would benefit from RLA’s program.

The Founder’s Scholarship Fund
GiveToRLA.ca
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I am interested in Alchemy, in what you
can make with it...I can experiment

Science goals are easily attainable
with your support!
Help us build a new, state-of-the-art science lab:
$900
$1,250
$6,000
$10,500

= 1 Microscope
= 1 Computer
= All Glassware
= All Chemicals & Equipment

GOAL = $150,000

For more information on the
2021-2022 Signature Campaign
to build a new science lab at RLA, visit

www.GiveToRLA.ca
Visit www.GiveToRLA.ca to Donate Now
Or contact Ms. Whitaker for more information on ways to give and donor recognition at swhitaker@rla.ca

C Company Report

Photography Club one of favourite things
Cadet Johnson

Many of us at RLA have plenty
of hobbies at home that we can’t
take part in either due to lack of
equipment or lack of time. Being
from the Caribbean, it’s hard not to
take a photo of a pretty sunset or
a nice view, so naturally one of my
hobbies became photography.
At the end of classes most days we
generally have an activity w here we
get to do something we signed up
for previously in the week. Some
of the activities include going to
the weight room, playing in the
horseshoe or going to an optional
study hall. On top of those you
could try out to take part in a sport.
Currently there is basketball and
volleyball. Finally, there are the
clubs, which include wrestling,
boxing, RC cars, auto club and,
luckily for me, photography.
The photography club is hosted by
MWO Lewis every Thursday, where
we are learning how to properly use

Clubs Report

a camera and photo editor. Most
weeks we go outside and practice
our skills by finding an appealing
scene and capturing it, making sure
the camera setting, aperture; and
shutter speed are set so the lighting
doesn’t look off, and so the photo
doesn’t look blurry. Sometimes we
get the chance to go photograph
events around campus such as the
PO run or student vs staff volleyball
game so we can get live practice
with moving “targets”. Photography
is by far one of my favourite things
to do around campus.
Something I definitely wasn’t before
I came to RLA was fit. Fitness
seems to be focused on almost as
much as academics, but overall
I feel it’s just as important. A
healthy lifestyle is the key to a good
lifestyle and at RLA they definitely
teach you how to have a healthy
lifestyle, or at least their version of
it. Physical Objectives are the way
they measure your physical fitness.
The PO tests consist of chin-ups,
pushups, situps, and a roughly 5km

run. The thing I like about the Pos
are that they are graded on a mostly
realistic minimum and simply
improving from your previous
scores/times are all you need to
worry about for them.
My experience at RLA has
definitely been better than I first
expected from a military style
school, and I’m sure to return for
another semester or two.

Music
club
a
shared
experience
of
making
music
Cadet Liang
Mexico for the members that are
Robert Land Academy’s music
club is a nice--if sparsely populated--club. The group meets every
Thursday to have practice. Currently the club has two drummers,
three guitarists, one singer/pianist,
and a violinist. The club meets in
the music room in the basement of
Ritchie Hall. The weekly practice
begins with the members tuning
their instruments. The early rituals
end when the club works together
to play a piece, whether it be Imagine Dragons “Demons,” Coldplay’s
“Fix You,” or an exotic song from

from out of Canada.
Though sometimes short on resources, the club makes an effort to
ensure that each of its members are
accounted for and accommodated.
There is equipment that everyone
shares, such as the keyboards or
the guitar amps, and each person is
included in the practice. If someone
is having difficulty, the staff, each
experienced musicians in their own
right, are sure to help. The club
brings people together to enjoy a
shared experience of making music,
melding together several different
styles.
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In the past, the music club has performed at the Academy’s Annual
Inspection in May and occasionally
at Christmas. It is a wish of both
the students and staff of music club
to share music with the entirety of
the Academy.

Changed circumstances require changed response
Dr. David Harley
Deputy Headmaster

It is always interesting to
think of what we were
doing exactly one year
from any given date. Last
year on November 30th,
we were all dreading a
Christmas without family
under the restrictions
imposed by Covid as
well as fears for what the
coming year would bring.
On that day there were
63,100 active cases of
Covid in Canada having
doubled in number in
only one month and
with 5,400 new cases
added in only 24 hours.
As such, few would be
concerned with the fact
that on November 30th
in 1016, Crit the Great,
King of Denmark claimed
the English throne.
More might have been
interested to know that
on this day in 1487 the
first Beer Purity Law
was passed in Germany
stipulating that beer
could only contain three
ingredients those being
water, malt, and hops.
One can assume that no
such law was ever passed

in Canada. But then on
a more mundane note,
Pink Floyd released their
album The Wall and
Michael Jackson released
Thriller on November
30th. Both Mark Twain
and Winston Churchill
came into existence on
this day while both Oscar
Wilde and George H.W.
Bush departed it.

It remains to be seen what
will be reflected upon on
November 30th, 2022,
as to memorable events
of November 30th, 2021.
Perhaps it is time to begin
taking stock for future
reference.
As the current calendar
year comes to a close so
too does the coming end
of the first semester in
January and with it one
half of the school year. It
is a good time to reflect
upon the journey that
your son has embarked
upon since September
and where he stands as
of the start of December.
As Christmas and the
holidays close in upon
us reflection upon the
passing of time seems

natural. December seems
to evoke memories as a
natural course of events as
we remember people no
longer with us and times
that are now past.

However, the future
memories of your son’s
current reality should
reflect the hope and
optimism witnessed by
his progress towards
adulthood over the last
months and the promise
of more to come. The path
to adulthood is not an
easy one. Any apparently
easy path should be
distrusted for the only
way to meet challenges is
to prepare for them. Lack
of preparation is its own
preparation for disaster.
While the path of least
resistance is alluring,
it invariably results
in a heavier cost with
compound interest in the
future.
The problems and
challenges that your
son has experienced
since September have
contributed to his sense of
accomplishment and selfconfidence going forward.

The memories of those
successes can help to
empower him for years to
come. As he takes pride
in what he has overcome,
you may take pride in his
resiliency. After all, you
always knew that he had it
in him.
Having said that, your
son will not be returning
from a war zone nor is
he the conquering hero.
Rather, he is a young man
beginning to assume the
responsibilities required
of all of us to face our
own future and value
appropriately the support
of our family, friends,
and mentors. This is not
a mission accomplished
but rather a mission in
progress. It is part of
an ongoing process that
begins in the cradle and
ends in the crypt.

Question & Answer with Mauro DiLorenzi and Dr. David Harley

Q&A

Hear a presentation from Mauro DiLorenzi, the Academy’s psychotherapist, and Dr. David Harley Deputy
Headmaster about what parents can expect from their son during the upcoming Holiday Stand Down. This
30 min presentation will be followed by a question and answer period moderated by Headmaster L Col
(retired) Ryan Smid.

Monday, December 13, 2021 7:00-8:30 pm

This is a free event, every parent will receive an email link to this virtual Q&A
Simply mark the date on your calendar, look for the email from RLA and
on Dec 13 click the link to take part in the meeting.
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Feeling free

The role of sports in
character building

My earliest memory
of school took place in
kindergarten. I’ve seen a
photograph of my first day of
school – it’s hard to imagine
that that moment ever really
existed. I’m standing beside
my sister, who is very excited
to enter Grade 1. You can tell
her smile is genuine, while mine is feigned. Obviously,
my mother made me. I’m holding a tin lunch box
adorned with the Six Million Dollar Man, wearing
Toughskins jeans and Sparks running shoes that my
mother ordered from the Sears catalogue that arrived
at an outlet connected to the local funeral home.
I’ll never forgive my mother for my haircut in that
photograph. I’m not saying that Lucy, the quiet Italian
lady that fashioned it for five bucks in the basement
of her house two doors down, didn’t do her best; I’m
just saying that I didn’t need to look like a rodent you
might find burrowing a family homestead in the arid
earth of the Canadian prairies. I don’t remember the
picture being taken.

Captain Troy Krywulak
Athletic Director

Major Bill Simmons
Academic Officer

I only remember one day from kindergarten. I was
returning to class from the washroom. My memory
tells me I was happy – as happy as a kid could be
wearing Toughskins jeans and Sparks shoes ordered
from a Sears catalogue. I was running down the
hallway (I wish I could tell you that I was holding
scissors too, but I wasn’t). Anyway, the hallway jogged
to the right, which I skillfully maneuvered. I don’t
mind telling you that I was fast. I do mind informing
you that the wind felt fantastic flowing through my
rodent hair. I slid on the knees of my Toughskins
(which would really burn my mother) right on by the
door of the kindergarten classroom. I felt fast. And
free. Right up until the part when Mrs. Green, the
kindergarten teacher, hoisted me by the wrist and
spanked me. Mrs. Green lived two doors down in
the opposite direction of my hairstylist. This had the
added disadvantage that she had a short walk to notify
my father of my recalcitrance.
There is no moral to this story. I’m hoping Mrs. Green
brings some color to the dreary nights of November.

Sportswriter Heywood HaleBroun once penned, “Sports
don’t build character; they
reveal it.” For decades, this
aphorism has been repeated
by coaches as motivation
before student-athletes crash
through the locker room
doors and storm the field.
However, the quote fails to recognize that sports
participation is a process, not a singular event. While
sport provides the opportunity to reveal character,
it also produces the forum to rebuild character.
With student-athletes, we should view sport as a
reformation process. As strengths are celebrated,
weaknesses are corrected.
Built into the sporting process is the most valuable
of all learning experiences - failure. Arcing threepointers clang against rims. Errant passes whiz wide
of their targets. Thunderous slapshots crash against
goalposts.
Although failure in sport is constant, it provides
opportunity for growth. Failure tests our mental and
moral resolve, shaping our character in the process.
Resiliency, determination, self-discipline, confidence,
and teamwork, essential achievement traits, are
fostered through competition. Furthermore, an often
underappreciated element of sport is its ability to
foster ethical behaviours such as respect, integrity,
and compassion.
With sports cancelled during the pandemic, this
valuable outlet was taken from our student-athletes.
Three months into the school year, the return to sport
has been a transformative experience for our studentathletes. Watching student-athletes develop, both
their skills and their character, during the completed
volleyball and cross-country seasons has been
rewarding. I’m excited to see this process continue
during the upcoming wrestling and basketball
seasons.
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A lot to look forward to at end of the year

Paul Zahra
ASM

We have had a good
couple of months to start
off the school year. I must
compliment all cadets
on a very good turnout
for Remembrance Day.
I would like to thank
the top three boys for all
their extra efforts leading
up to the parade, without their hard work and
dedication we wouldn’t
have had a parade worthy
of the day.
We have a lot to look
forward to in the next

month. If public health
allows, we have a Santa
Claus parade in the local
community, I will pick 40
boys to march in the local
parades and represent the
academy. For those boys
that march in the parade,
community service hours
will be given to you.
There will be an ASM inspection for each company. I am looking forward
to seeing the progress
you have made in the
past couple of months.
We need to think forward and prepare for the
Headmaster’s inspection

Health & Safety

Lisa Lake
Health & Safety Committee
Christmas Tree & Wood Stoves
Safety
Christmas tree fires are not as
common as fires started by wood
stoves but both can be deadly.
When choosing a “real” Christmas

prior to Christmas. I’m
excited to see and hear
the house and company
songs, the better your
song or poems, the easier
your inspection and I
hear a special song from
Li Z. is in the works.

We will have an NCO
party for house, platoon,
barracks, and mess IC’s.
The Senior NCOs will be
speaking to you about the
options for the party. The
NCO party is to thank
the NCOs for all their
hard work so far.
The Board of Governors

tree, look for fresh, flexible needles that don’t break and a trunk
with sap on it. The stand that you
place the tree in should be stable
and always contain water. Do not
attach more than three strings of
lights to an extension cord. Never
use damaged or frayed cords and
do not place cords under carpets.
Keep Christmas trees away from
all heat sources such as fireplaces
and candles and turn off the lights
each night. Did you know that

will be coming to the
Academy on December
15, and we will have a
parade and dinner dedicated to the board for all
their hard work on behalf
of the Academy. During
dinner, a board member
will be presenting several
awards to the cadets.

even artificial trees can be dangerous? Make sure the artificial tree
you buy is flame resistant and if
the tree is metal, never use electric
lights as they can charge the tree
and lead to electrocution.
Wood stoves can be an efficient
source of heat but there are a
number of things to keep in mind
when using a wood stove. You
should have your chimney inspected and swept each year. Burn only
dry, well-seasoned wood. Do not
connect a wood stove to a fireplace
chimney unless the fireplace has
been sealed off. Do not connect a
wood stove to a chimney serving
another appliance burning other fuels. Never start a fire with
flammable fluids such as gasoline
or kerosene.
Always keep a fire extinguisher
nearby.
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RCAC Report

New CO and new vision for 2968 RCAC
J.T. Lewis

Civilian Instructor 2968 RCAC.
Capt. Leo Giovenazzo, CD, feels that he is the right
person at the right point in time to guide the cadet
corps at Robert Land Academy as it goes in a new
direction.
As of Oct. 1, 2021, he took over as the commanding
officer for the 2968 RCAC from Capt. John Milliken
who stepped aside for personal reasons.
“RLA has a new vision for the cadet program so this is
an exciting time for the program at the school,” Capt.
Giovenazzo said. “I get to use my experiences to help
take 2968 to the next level and help bring the school’s
vision to reality.”
All students at the Academy will now participate in the
cadet program. As well, the new vision will see cadets
from this program participate in more regional and
national events.
Capt. Giovenazzo knows the importance of the cadet
program and youth development. He was a member of
the cadets in the early 80s.
“I enjoy supporting a program that gave me a lot as a
youth,” he said. “I see a lot of youth that are growing up
and going down the wrong path in life. They remind
me of myself as a teenager.”
“The program helped me then so, now, I want to give
back to the program,” he said.
Since becoming an officer in the cadets in 1998 Giovenazzo has gained a lot of experience which will help
him lead 2968 as the corps moves toward the new
vision for the program.
He has been the commanding officer for 613 RCAC for
more than ten years and has held other unit positions
including training officer, administration officer, and
training staff.
He has participated in various roles at all regionally

directed activities including biathlon, marksmanship,
orienteering, and band/drill competitions.
His portfolio of accomplishments also includes four
years as the Zone 7 and 8 Marksmanship Coordinator,
he is currently the Greater Toronto Area Marksmanship Coordinator. He has also worked in various roles
at the Cadet Training Centre at CFB Borden for several
summers, assisted in writing biathlon and marksmanship rule books and recently completed the Course
Commander Virtual Coaching Course.
Capt. Giovenazzo is an advocate of increased participation by the corps in the cadet program.
“I am looking forward to having the cadets take full
advantage of this program like I have,” he said.
“I am looking at having our corps participate in all
regionally directed activities and as many optional
activities that the program works in conjunction with,
for example; the Duke of Edinburgh program, and the
many different marksmanship programs,” he said. “I
am also looking forward to having our cadets participate with the Remembrance Day programs with the
Royal Canadian Legion.”
With increased participation in all the programs
available the cadets of 2968 will have a lot more opportunities to help them build on their skills to become
successful leaders in the future.
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Alumni Association Report

Greetings from the Family Guild

Kristina Barybina
Family Guild
Member

In June 2021 Robert
Land Academy’ Family Guild organized an
auction in support of
scholarships and special
projects not covered by
tuition. One of the items
donated to the auction
was a tandem skydive
by Skydive Burnaby.
The tandem master who
donated his time and
expertise was one of the
RLA’s A-Coy students’
father, Ryan Jambrich.
Asia Pasqua also graciously included a video
record of the skydive.
I placed a bid on this
item and won it! I knew
exactly the person who
would love to jump out
of a plane - my older
son, Roman, and so I
gifted it to him. This
was a truly special event
for both of us, because
for years, while Roman
was growing up, I was
an active skydiver and

I know that he always
wanted to make a jump
with me. On September 19, 2021 that dream
became a reality. As we
were driving to the drop
zone, so many memories
surfaced. We laughed
our heads off and could
totally do a comedy
stand-up show just based
on the jokes and puns we
threw at each other on
the drive there.
To add to our excitement
and make it even more
special, I did a tandem
skydive together with
Roman at the same time.
By this time, I haven’t
jumped in about 8-9
years and having had
such a long break from
skydiving, I was able to
experience it as if for
the first time, only so
much better! All the
excitement, exhilaration,
adrenalin rush came
back fresh through my
mind and body. Still, I
was so much more aware
of my experience, so
much more in tune with
my feelings. I was able

to remember how to do
turns, how to open a
parachute, how to properly line up for landing
and land. This truly was
a magical blast from the
past for me.
For my son Roman - one
just needs to see the
expression on his face
to know exactly how
he felt. The transformation from mortal fear to
ultimate joy was obvious
to anyone watching. The
laughter, hugs and silly
giggling after landing
created a very special

bond for all of us together. Now Roman and
I both have a tandem
skydive certificate with
the same date on it to
forever commemorate
this occasion. All of this,
thanks to RLA’s fundraising campaign and thanks
to Skydive Burnaby,
Ryan Jambrich and Asia
Pasqua.
One day when Kaylem is
of the age, I hope we can
all make a jump together
again.
Blue Skies!

RLA Spirit Wear Black Friday Sale!
25% OFF All RLA Gear
Sale Runs Nov 26-28

urstore.ca

search for Robert Land Academy
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Supporting The Academy
Robert Land Academy is a not-for-profit organization. School fees cover the costs to
operate the school however additional programming, capital improvements and the
Founder’s Scholarship Fund are funded solely through donations.
RLA is currently raising funds for three major campaigns: The Founder’s Scholarship
Fund; The Building Potential Fund for capital improvements; and this year’s signature
campaign The Science Lab.

Founder’s
Scholarship
Fund

All support, by attending events or donating directly to the school, is warmly
appreciated and allows us to help our students reach their full potential in all areas of
their lives.
Please visit

www.GiveToRLA.ca

for more information on each of the campaigns or to make a donation to the school.
RLA is a not-for-profit organization and donations are eligible for charitable tax
receipts.
Robert Land Academy
6727 South Chippawa Rd
West Lincoln, ON L0R 2J0
Charitable registration #: 123350886
RR 0001

The Signature Campaign - New Science Lab

As modern technologies emerge,
and new science curricula are
developed, our students have a
critical need for the understanding
of science. Updating the current

lab facilities will allow our science
department to more fully meet
the educational needs of the next
generations of students and make
science an exciting and engaging
subject for all students.

This project will ensure that the
new science classes are able to
enjoy high quality science demonstrations and experiential learning
in a safe, modern, and up to date
laboratory environment.
RLA teachers always provide the
best academic programs to our
students and a new science lab
will enhance their ability to offer
science students improved achievement in mathematics and science,
increased awareness of engineering,
understanding of and ability to do
engineering design, and increased
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technological literacy.

The goal for the 2021-2022 Signature Campaign is to raise $150,000
to build a state-of-the-art science
lab. RLA’s science department is
currently working with Canadian
Scientific Lab Systems to provide a
proposal for a new lab.
Thanks to the generous support of
parents, including a single gift of
more than $27,000, as well as the
work of the Family Guild, we have
reached one third of our goal.
For more information on how your
gift can help RLA students discover
STEM education and the benefits
it provides, please contact Sarah
Whitaker, swhitaker@rla.ca or 905386-6203 ext 228.

Thank You

Your support makes it possible for Robert Land
Academy to provide our students with experiences
and opportunities that enhance their education and
teach leadership, resiliency, and confidence.
We warmly appreciate every gift to the Academy
and every supporter of the school and our mission.

Gifts to the Academy This Academic Year
Up To $500
Corrie Ortega
Paul Strathdee
Luc Mongeau
Sherry Spark
Mike Maislin
Karyn Otterman
Debra Dallas
Ondrej Slunecko
Anonymous
Anonymous

$500 Up To $1000
Jerry Kennedy
Cynthia Russel
JL Brands Production
Trevor Hassel

$1000 Up To $10000
Ralph Niederweiser
Ellen Rosen
RBC
Michael Maislin
Michael Dallas-Petersen

$10,000 And Up
Roger Singh
Anonymous
The Aubrey & Marla Dan Foundation
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